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PRESIDENT & CEO
MESSAGE
Thank you to all of those people who joined us for the live
day of our Annual General Meeting & Conference on May 7.
The day was a success and saw more than 400 attendees
from across Canada join together to attend valuable breakout sessions, gather information from tradeshow exhibitors,
and network with technology professionals and industry
partners.
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The event also announced David Sparanese, PTech, AScT,
CPWI 3 as the ASTTBC President for the next two years, and
saw the election of two other Council members:

ppetlanova@asttbc.org
David Sparanese, PTech,
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•

Ken Zeleschuk, MBA, PTech, RTMgr, AScT, Dipl.T as
the Vice President, and

•

Paul LaBranche, AScT as a Registrant Councillor.

AScT, CPWI 3

ASTTBC welcomes you all and we look forward to your leadership and collaboration.
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Established in 1958, ASTTBC
regulates standards of training
and practice of technologists,
technicians and technical
specialists, to protect the
interests of the public under
the Professional Governance Act
(PGA).
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It’s no surprise that 2021 has already been a big year
for ASTTBC. It’s been an honour to lead and support
the organization through some of the largest changes
we’ve ever seen; from the transition to the Professional
Governance Act (PGA) earlier this year with very
comprehensive bylaws, the implementation of new
structures within the organization including policy
changes, and audit procedures, to name a few.
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President
Vice President
Ken Zeleschuk, MBA, PTech, RTMgr,
AScT, Dipl.T
Past President
Sarah Campden, CTech, RTMgr

COUNCIL DIRECTORS
Mike Battistel, AScT
Kristy Bobbie, AScT
Brian Davies, CTech, RSIS
Randy Meszaros, AScT, PMP, CET
Paul LaBranche, AScT

LAY COUNCILLORS
James Coble, MA
Roslyn Kunin, PhD

On behalf of the ASTTBC Council and staff, we thank all registrants, volunteers,
stakeholders and government partners for your support and collaboration as we
continue to serve the public interest as regulatory body of applied science technology
professionals in British Columbia.

INCOMING LAY
COUNCILLORS (JULY 2021)
Jayde Wood, JD, MSc
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-2stakeholders with

OFFICERS
David Sparanese, PTech, AScT, CPWI 3

We would also like to remind event attendees that all
sessions are now available on demand until June 7,
allowing plenty of time to earn up to four (4) CPD hours.

The tremendous work we have advanced nationally
Theresa McCurry, BSc, PMP
that embraces harmonization across Canada which
ASTTBC Chief Executive Officer
will enhance labor mobility and the entrance of new
registrants from the military and international regions.
These significant shifts have posed several opportunities for us and we look towards
the future with ambition knowing that these changes will protect the public’s interest
while, at the same time, maintaining trust in ASTTBC registrants.

ADVERTISE
IN CONNECT!

EXECUTIVE &
COUNCIL 2020– 2021

Mary O’Callaghan, MBA, FCMC
David Sparanese, PTech, AScT, CPWI 3

Theresa McCurry, BSc, PMP
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SPOTLIGHT: LAY COUNCILLORS REPORT

SPOTLIGHT: LAY COUNCILLORS REPORT
Hence forth, lay councillors will be appointed through
the Office of the Superintendent of Professional

SPOTLIGHT:

NATIONAL STANDARDS

Governance (OSPG). The current lay councillors

Past and current presidents and Councils along

recommend that steps be taken to fill the current and

with staff have devoted much time and effort to the

upcoming vacant lay positions on Council.

creation and maintenance of national organizations
and national standards and nomenclature for

NEW COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
Under the PGA, the previously existing 12 boards
and committees are being replaced by five statutory
committees composed of registrants with at least
one lay member on each committee. These are all
volunteers. A lay member is required at all committee
meetings.

technicians and technologists. The work continues
and much progress has been made.
The lay councillors strongly encourage continuing in
this direction. The ultimate goal of having technology
professionals recognized nationally with the rights
to practice across the country is very much in the
public interest not only for BC, but also for Canada as
a whole.

Staff are to be commended for their on-going efforts
to fill all the committee positions so that they will be
functioning when the PGA comes into effect. Also
noteworthy are the terms of reference and other

TRANSITION TO THE
PROFESSIONAL GOVERNANCE
ACT (PGA)

professional mobility.
5. We regulate in alliance with the broader applied

The lay councillors support these guidelines and

amendments to ensure compliance with the PGA.

recommend that they be kept in mind in all on-going

A new set of principles was developed by staff and

ASTTBC activities. The lay councillors recognize and

approved by Council to guide ASTTBC in its role as a

acknowledge the additional staffing and the time and

regulatory body. These are:

effort incurred to continue the process of reshaping

1. We serve the public and always put the public’s
interest first.
2. We are transparent to the public and registrants
whereby we provide accurate, accessible
information about the requirements for
registration, expectations of registrants including
standards, guidance, processes and decisions.

planned training to introduce staff, committees and

ensure the efficient and effective functioning of the

individuals and organizations to be able to function

committees.

electronically. Staff are currently in the process of
creating and implementing a website and that will

RIGHT TO PRACTICE

insure the public that ASTTBC is operating openly and

The issue of right to practice has long been of

registrants in dealing with the regulatory body. Steps

importance to ASTTBC and its registrants. Its

should be taken to make this website accessible and

implications for public safety are obvious. The lay

easy to use.

councillors encourage staff to continue to work with
OSPG and registrants to advance this issue.

transparently and that will also meet the needs of the

The lay councillors endorse the continuation of this
work and making both the public and the registrants
aware of its existence and functions once it is up and
operational. 		

...Report continued on page 6

COMPOSITION OF COUNCIL
Under the PGA, ASTTBC is to be governed by a Council
of seven registrants and four lay councillors. The
registrant councillors currently serve as volunteers

in our work, to ensure that our responses are

and their conscientious service. There are now three

proportionate, consistent, targeted, transparent

lay councillors all of whom have transitioned into

and accountable.

this role from their previous Council role as public

harmonization, collaboration and improve

The current pandemic has underlined the need for

councillors to their functions under the PGA..

and are to be commended for their time, their effort

and internationally to foster professional
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ASTTBC as a regulatory body. They look forward to the

3. We apply a right-touch regulatory approach

4. We collaborate provincially, nationally

documentation that are being put into place to

science, technology and engineering sectors.

In 2020, ASTTBC continued to make adjustments and

ON LINE ACCESS FOR
REGISTRANTS AND THE PUBLIC

representatives. They are also volunteers. The term of
one lay councillor will end at the upcoming Annual
General Meeting.
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SPOTLIGHT: LAY COUNCILLORS REPORT
...Report continued from page 5

DIVERSITY
An adequate supply of qualified technical
professionals is very much in the public interest. One

•

Immigrants

•

Secondary school students

•

Women

PANDEMIC

way to encourage such a supply is to guarantee that

No report for 2020 would be complete without

no potential registrant is discouraged from entering

mentioning the pandemic that has had and is still

the field for fear that people like them might not fit in.

having major repercussions on how we operate.

The lay councillors strongly encourage Council and
staff to make all potential and actual registrants
welcome including those in the groups listed below.
•

Candidates with disabilities

•

Indigenous Peoples

•

Former military

INTERIOR

REGION: INTERIOR
AEM DEVELOPS CUSTOM AUDIO
SOLUTIONS FOR EMBRAER C-390
MILLENNIUM AIRCRAFT

The lay councillors want to express our gratitude
and appreciation for how staff, including our CEO,

quick reconfiguration, and improved flight safety, all in a
single, unique platform. In its class, it has the lowest lifecycle costs, the highest operational effectiveness, the best
mission modularity, and mobility. It also boasts levels of
availability and maintainability normally only associated
with commercial aircraft. The airlifts with
the aerial refueling capability have the
designation KC-390 Millennium.
“Our COTS Loudspeaker systems have
been proven in some of the industry’s
most demanding airborne environments
and we were able to make some
modifications to meet Embraer’s specific
needs” explained Tony Weller, Director
of Sales & Marketing at AEM. ”We are
fortunate to have a well-rounded team of
20 engineers and technologists in-house
who are not only highly competent, but
also very adaptable in working within the
constraints of existing aircraft systems
and equipment. This kind of expertise
allows us to think outside-the-box with
the creative modified COTS solutions we
propose to our customers.”

Theresa McCurry, have risen to the challenge; enabling
working from home, online meetings including those
of Council and a very impressive virtual AGM.

AEM has delivered the first shipments in an order for
Brazilian aircraft manufacturer, Embraer S.A., consisting
of a specialty solution for their C-390 Millennium Warning
Bell System. AEM’s solution is a customized system using
modified commercially available off-the-shelf (COTS)
products.

“Embraer is very pleased with the work performed by
AEM in order to meet the requirements for the C- 390
Millennium aircraft”, said Walter Pinto Júnior, Vice President,
Programs, Embraer Defense & Security. “The systems are
already operational in the aircraft and working perfectly.”

AEM also developed a custom
The project was in response to
"We are fortunate to have a well-rounded
audio adapter product to
an Embraer RFP to procure an
team of 20 engineers and technologists
interface between the cargo
internal aircraft alert system
in-house
who
are
not
only
highly
area audio panels and the
suitable for the conditions
existing aircraft audio system.
competent, but also very adaptable in
experienced in the aircraft’s
cargo area. AEM satisfied
working within the constraints of existing The second project for the
C-390 Millennium platform is a
this need by developing a
aircraft systems and equipment. This kind complete design, development
system that features modified
of expertise allows us to think outsideand manufacturing effort
COTS versions of the LSA400
with both engineering teams
the-box
with
the
creative
modified
COTS
loudspeaker amplifier and
working closely together.
the TS150 loudspeaker. AEM’s
solutions we propose to our customers."
solution integrates into the
Source: (2021, April), AEM Develops
C-390’s existing audio system
Custom Audio Solutions for Embraer C-390 Millennium Aircraft,
to produce audible alerts to the cargo compartment
Retrieved from aem-corp.com
occupants.
The Embraer C-390 Millennium is a new generation multimission transport aircraft that brings unrivalled mobility,
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LOWER MAINLAND & VANCOUVER ISLAND

REGION: LOWER MAINLAND &
VANCOUVER ISLAND
CAMOSUN-MADE TRAYS KEEP
COVID-19 VACCINE VIALS COLD
AND SAFE DURING TRANSPORT

REGION: B.C. WIDE
INSIDE B.C.'S TESTING
LABORATORY, TECHNOLOGISTS
HUNT FOR ACTIVE CASES AND
ANTIBODIES
Technologists test positive, active cases, while
experts hunt for past infections

When provincial health officials needed a way to
safely carry precious vials of the Pfizer-BioNTech
COVID-19 vaccine to remote communities, they
turned to the creative minds at Camosun College,
which had already developed a face shield and mask
sterilizer.
The request was to create sturdy specialized trays
to transport smaller quantities of the vials arriving
at distribution centres, while keeping each vial safe
during transport.

B.C. WIDE

But the tests aren't yet reliable: early studies indicate they
can be flawed, easily misinterpreted with the potential for
false positives.
"They are far from perfect," said Dr. Marc Romney, the
division head of microbiology and virology at St. Paul's
Hospital.
On Tuesday, Health Canada said it had authorized the first
COVID-19 serological test for use in the country. Part of the
BCCDC's work is evaluating the effectiveness of serology
tests.
The lab in Vancouver is still processing between 700 and
800 tests for active COVID-19 cases every day, down from
2,000 at the peak of B.C.'s pandemic. Provincial numbers
show community outbreaks, like those within long-term
care homes and poultry plants, are still a threat in B.C. even
as the overall number of cases continues to drop.

Matthew Zeleny, an applied research technologist at Camosun
College, uses the Camosun VI-grip, which can pick up five vaccine
vials at a time. The tool was developed by Camosun Innovates,

Timing was everything. Because the vaccine must be
kept at a stable temperature of -70 C, the transfer has to
take place in less then three minutes.
Camosun Innovates staff at the college’s Interurban
campus promptly custom-designed and manufactured
trays that fit the bill. The 0.635-centimetre-thick acrylic
trays can hold up to 100 vials in four quadrants of 25
each, making the number of vials easy to count at a
glance — a key factor when timing is critical.
Trays are able to handle extreme temperatures without
shattering and can be easily cleaned and sterilized.
Camosun Innovates also developed a grabbing tool that
looks like a pair of scissors — dubbed the Camosun VIgrip — that can pick up five vials at a time to cut down
on transfer time. The tool is manufactured using a 3D
printer.
Matthew Zeleny, an applied research technologist,
developed a tray prototype that was refined with other
Camosun Innovates staffers, all former students, said
Richard Gale, director of Camosun Innovates.
“We pushed everything off the table and devoted all
of our resources to this to get it to them as quickly as
possible. We were able to get it taken care of in less than
a week.”

-8-

"That remains a challenge as we try to relax the physical
distancing. What we're trying to do is make sure there's
sufficient testing to allow the decisions of how to respond to
be made in real-time," said Dr. Mel Krajden, medical director
of the BCCDC public health laboratory.

which also designed the small-batch Pfizer vaccine tray for
transporting the vials.

Vials of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine arrive in boxes
surrounded by snugly packed materials, so there is
no risk of jostling, Gale said. Those vials must then be
repacked in smaller numbers to suit the needs of their
destination, such as rural or small-community clinics and
care facilities.
Original Pfizer boxes are being reused, Gale said. The
acrylic trays fit into the boxes.
So far, 450 trays have been sent out by Camosun for use
on Vancouver Island and elsewhere in the province.
Gerry Delorme, director with Health Emergency
Management B.C., said the ability to quickly and safely
transfer vials of the COVID-19 vaccine is helping to “get it
to where it is needed most.”
Camosun staff worked with the Health Ministry, Health
Emergency Management B.C., the B.C. Centre for Disease
Control and regional health authorities on the project.
The first production test run was carried out at the
Babcock Canada Interaction Lab at the Interurban
campus.

A medical lab technologist uses a high volume serology testing
machine at the B.C. Centre for Disease Control lab in Vancouver.
(Ben Nelms/CBC)

Inside the testing area at the B.C. Centre for Disease
Control's central laboratory in Vancouver, recirculated air
carries a metallic smell. Medical lab technologists work
quietly against the whir of machinery, holding samples
between their fingers that could inform the province's
pandemic response.
The lab is one of several sites across B.C. and Canada racing
to evaluate serology tests in an effort to better understand
whether people who have been infected with COVID-19 are
immune to the virus once they recover.
"That is the million-dollar question," said Dr. Muhammad
Morshed, a clinical microbiologist with the BCCDC.
Serology tests, or antibody tests, look for the presence of
antibodies to a virus in a patient's blood. Antibodies are
a sign that a patient's immune system has reacted to an
infection, indicating they may have once been infected with
the coronavirus and are now possibly immune.

"We're looking to be very nimble, very responsive, look at the
information that we collect on a daily basis and use that and
share that with our provincial medical health officers."
The lab is also evaluating rapid blood tests for the virus,
some of which can return results in 15 minutes.
Source: Nelms, B.. (2021, May),Inside BC's Testing Laboratory,
Technologists Hunt for Active Cases and Antibodies. Retrieved
from cbc.ca

—

EDUCATION

FOR A COMPLEX WORLD.
Learn more at bcit.ca

...Story continued on page 12
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2021 REQUIREMENTS:
CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Under the Professional Governance Act (PGA), all
practising registrants are required to meet
continuing professional development
requirements, which includes mandatory
professional education for certain subjects
such as technical competency, indigenous and
cultural awareness, diversity, and inclusiveness.
These new requirements are reflected in the
ASTTBC bylaws, and are designed to ensure
that all registrants maintain high standards
of professional competence for the benefit
of public safety, and are keeping pace with
developments in their respective fields.
While the annual CPD requirement is 20
hours, in 2021, registrants are only required to
complete an adjusted total of 12 CPD hours.
This amount is pro-rated and determined
based on PGA coming into full force in February 2021.
Additionally, registrants are now responsible for entering
their continuing education activities in the online
ASTTBC Registrant Portal within timelines specified
by the ASTTBC bylaws. Registrant final deadline to log
all CPD hours is November 30, 2021, however you are
encouraged to report well before as it has an impact on
your ability to renew your registration.
Another aspect to highlight with respect to the type of
CPD required is with indigenous and cultural awareness.
Each year, all practising registrants must complete a
minimum of two hours of their annual requirement
focused on indigenous and cultural awareness. To
assist practising registrants to meet this requirement,
ASTTBC has purchased course licenses from Indigenous
Awareness Canada which they can have access to for free.
There are two types of courses to choose from including
a one-hour course and a six-hour course. Individuals who
choose to take the six-hour course may claim two hours
CPD credit for the current year and two credits for each
of the next two years for a total of six CPD credits. To
obtain access, simply contact us and we’ll arrange your
free access to the training.

requirements for the year are met. Registrants must be
prepared to provide any additional information on CPD
claimed for the year. For example, registrants should keep
records of CPD completion (receipts, certificates, etc.),
content details, dates, and information on the institution
or training provider where the education was acquired.

Unsure how to access the registrant portal or how to
log your hours? Please contact techinfo@asttbc.org and
a team member will be happy to assist you. Looking
for more information? We encourage you to review the
CPD requirements in detail in the ASTTBC bylaws under
section VI and Schedule F.

NEW REGISTRANTS

NEW
REGISTRANTS

2021 CPD REQUIREMENTS

FOR REFERENCE: CPD CATEGORY / CPD
HOURS

Stephen Vallee

Andrew Torgerson

Evan Gunson

Wei Quan Zhao

Dylan DaBreo

Glen Brown

Artem Efremov

Kenith Wilson

Donald Ngo

Benjamin Slasor

Jason Bomans

Timothy Timinski

Hassan Kayani

Chunhui Li

Alan Christensen

He Sun

Chang Jin Park

Roderick Fraser

Andrii Soroka

Leslie Culbard

Colton Kuhne

Nestor Collado

Brian Lee

Alexandre Labelle

Certified Technician (CTech)
Yuan Yao

David George

Registered Technical Specialist
Rosemarie Catenaccio

Ryan Paris

Edgar Munoz

Andrew Rak

Daniel Latkowski

Connaire Campbell

Urs Karcioglu

Ryan Hancock

Jong Hak Baek

Leryn Bullock

Daniel Adams

Hayden Murray

Scott Benzer

Nicholas Thomson

Dakota Patterson

Manuella Lima Cavalcanti

Rocky Nelson

Andrew Ko

Marc Silverman

Phillip Orr

Kenneth Newman

Jordan Schmidt

Cameron Fry

Buddy Zittlau

Jianwei Pan

Stephanie Hackston

Louis Ayotte

Nicholas Dun

Senad Osmanovic

Harpreet Khakh

CPD CATEGORY

CPD HOURS

Laura Nesdoly

Raymond Kitley

Morgan Williams

Formal or structured

1 CPD hour per 1 hour of

Steve Wilson

Brayden Ellison

Darin Magowan

learning

activity

Gontran Paget

Elijah Brown

Chaycen Zora

Informal or self-directed

1 CPD hour for every 2 hours

Katrina Misera

Mats Martensson

Alex Petre

learning

of activity

Roberto Figueroa Shaw

Christopher Kehler

Adam Roberts

Community or volunteer

1 CPD hour for every 3 hours

Hoa La

Allan Creasy

Cassidy Silbernagel

engagement

of activity

Michael Brinsdon

Allan Schopf

Jashanvir Kainth

Christopher Broughton

Employment or Practice

1 CPD hour for every 1
month

In Memoriam

Moving forward, ASTTBC will perform an annual audit
of all practising registrant accounts to ensure the CPD
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Applied Science Technologist (AScT)

Alan Ellis
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INFOGRAPHIC

...Continued from page 8
The trays follow other products developed by Camosun
Innovates, including a medical-grade face-shield design
and a portable “oven” that relies on ultraviolet light to
sterilize N95 masks for reuse by medical staff.
Sherri Bell, Camosun president, said the applied research
process used to create the trays and Camosun VI-grip
show how community colleges can “hit the ground
running with innovative solutions to complex, real-world
problems.”
Gale said Camosun is always ready to step up and help
out in difficult times and respond to challenges. “Because
the pandemic has been so challenging and persistent,
it creates countless opportunities for collaboration and
innovation, all designed to keep our loved ones safe and
well,” he said, adding the tray designs will be shared at no
cost.

REGISTRANT
SERVICES
Our Affinity Partners Program offers
exclusive rates on products and
services with trusted providers,
such as:
• Willis Towers Watson
• TD Insurance Meloche Monnex
• Manulife
• Dreyer Group Mortgage Brokers

TECHJOBS
Practice Advisor
ASTTBC
Surrey, BC
Engineering Tech Student/New
Grad - Water Practice Team
Urban Systems Ltd.
Kamloops, BC

- 12 -

Camosun Innovates is now working on a method to
transport the Moderna vaccine, which is distributed in
pre-loaded syringes, Gale said. It is testing five prototypes
which use a foam holder where the entire syringe is
placed in a casing and put into a cooler to transport.
In addition, Camosun Innovates is in talks with those
planning distribution for the AstraZeneca and Johnson
and Johnson vaccines.
“Camosun Innovates’ ability to quickly imagine and
produce manufacturing solutions each time we
encounter a challenge is helping to ensure vaccines
reach British Columbians,” Delorme said in a statement.
Source: Lam, A. (2021, March), Camosun-Made Trays Keep
COVID-19 Vaccine Vials Cold and Safe During Transport. Retrieved
from TimesColonist.com

Civil Engineering Technologist
McElhanney
Penticton, BC

Engineering Assistant - Asset
Management
City of Prince George
Prince George, BC

Engineering Development
Technician
City of Nanaimo
Nanaimo, BC

Design & Construction
Technologist (Eng Assistant 4)
City of Surrey
Surrey, BC

Engineering Technologist
Tsawwassen First Nation
Tsawwassen, BC

Environmental Technologist
Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants
North Vancouver, BC
Application Services Technician
Argus Control Systems
Surrey, BC

ASTTBC is committed and accountable to the people of British Columbia to
ensure its registrants are fully competent and have the requisite qualiﬁcations
to practice in their areas of expertise.
ASTTBC Registrants

Engineering Technologist
City of Prince George
Prince George, BC

Intermediate Building Science
Technologist
RJC Engineering
Nanaimo, BC

Protecting public safety.

CAD Programmer
Russel Metals Inc.
Prince George, BC
Survey Technician
Binnie
Burnaby, BC
Intermediate Transportation
Design Technologist
ISL Engineering & Land Services
Ltd.
Vancouver, BC

Meet competency requirements to become
ASTTBC registered
Stay competent throughout career:
Meet the mandatory continuing professional
development requirements
Subject to practice audit review/visits
Understand and abide by professional
registration obligations
Adhere with professional practice standards
and guidelines
Are held to high standards of technical
competence, ethics, and professionalism
Are bound by professional standards that
are consistent across Canada
Are committed to the safety of the public and
contribute to a secure, healthy and sustainable society and environment

Learn more at asttbc.org

Check out all the active job
postings on ASTTBC.org!
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The numbers tell the story when it comes
to the benefits of owning Engineers
Canada-sponsored Insurance Plans
created exclusively for you by Manulife.

$50,000
The additional amount of coverage
available at no extra cost for up to
two years for first-time Term Life
Insurance applicants.1

$15,000
Maximum monthly benefit available
for Disability Insurance.

100%
Return of Premium if you die of
any cause while your coverage is
in force and you have not received
(or were not eligible for) payment
of the Critical Illness benefit.

$1.50

Protection is in the numbers

+
100,000
of your peers enjoy these benefits.
You can, too.

That’s all it costs per month
for $25,000 worth of
Major Accident Protection.

$2,579
Average spent on out-of-pocket
health care costs by Canadian
households.2 Health & Dental
Insurance can help you save.

$211,000
Average mortgage balance in
Canada.3 Combine your mortgage
with other debts and bank accounts,
save thousands on interest, and be
debt-free faster with Manulife One®.

1
2
3

See full First-Time Applicant Offer eligibility and offer details at www.manulife.ca/newmember.
Statistics Canada, “Household spending, Canada, regions and provinces,” November 25, 2019.
CMHC, “Mortgage and Consumer Credit Trends National Report – Q4 2019,” December 2019.

Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife).
Manulife, Stylized M Design, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Manulife are trademarks of
The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2021 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670,
Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.

Learn more about how
these plans can benefit you.
www.manulife.ca/asttbc
1 877 598-2273

